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About This Content

This is the Cosplay Album for King Exit. Cosplayed by famous cosers in China. Please stay hydrated while you're at it!

This DLC includes:
✿ Louise: Cosplayed by「星之迟迟」
✿ Stialla: Cosplayed by「星之迟迟」

✿ Guine: Cosplayed by「樱花病少女」
✿ Samidare: Cosplayed by「Momoko葵葵」

✿ lexn: Cosplayed by「啾大貘王」
✿ rann: Cosplayed by「糖果果Candy」

✿ sene：由「Shika小鹿鹿」

Instructions:
This DLC will be automatically downloaded to the root folder of King Exit, all the pictures are in ultra-high resolution. The

photos of rann is not finished yet, we'll update it when it's finished.
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Gameplay Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N1MpHl7SLVU&t=2s&list=PLrpCFaqHnjdyiF-
atoM9iZyYbUuDAvLr9&index=4

Look at all the Levels: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pfljm92P3hE

So i'm not a talented artist. I never sprayed a graffiti. But i enjoyed the hell out of this. It's just very enjoyable to spray some
random doodles onto a wall. I had a blast and i can imagin what kind of masterpieces real talented people can produce.

Over all the game controls very good and the graphics are great, very much detail in the wall textures. There are alot of levels,
and some are really creative.

What i didn't like about this was the fact, that you can only spray on 1 wall in most levels. It's kind of a waist to have such nicely
done levels and yet only one part of the map is really relevant. I also encounterd some bugs with light sources, as you can see in
the level showcase.

Overall i have to say it's a good game and if you have a flair for drawing/spraying then this is a game for you.. Even getting it
dirt cheap I can't reccomend it. The game is a buggy pale imitation of Nuclear Throne, just spend the extra money and get that
instead.. There are a few things I want to make clear before proceeding with the review: I do not know what the developers'
intent in creating this game is. This review reflects solely how I feel about the game, during and after playing it. And it will
contain spoilers, but they'll be hidden unless you want to read them.

Long review, I go into a lot of detail as to why I feel the way that I do. TL;DR at the bottom.

So this game opens with a warning each time you start it up (paraphrased): "My Lovely Daughter is a commentary on child
slavery, abusive parenting, and ignorant societies ... This game is intended to be a horror game, but there is a deeper meaning
behind the horror ... We, the developers, made this game due to our personal life experiences." That sets up a lot. That tells me
this is not a game made just for fun, and is not supposed to be played just for fun. There's meaning here.

And that premise is precisely why I honestly cannot recommend this game.

It's not fun (if you read the other reviews, you'll see "grindy", "repetitive", etc. a lot). Honestly, I can forgive that, especially in a
game that is meant to have a message. After all, child slavery's not fun.

But the problem is, this entire game does nothing but ENCOURAGE child slavery, abusive parenting, and ignorant societies.
And the true ending shows that  the game has literally nothing to do with the children, but all about one parent's ego. 

The script for the game is just awful. The tutorial is a solid 50 minutes long, delivered entirely through character dialogue (the
kind that could be 50-75% shorter than it is, presented one sentence at a time, largely filler) or writing in a book (with an
unnecessarily difficult font that you need to mouse over so an immersion-breaking text box pops up). And it's really nothing you
couldn't figure out on your own. It doesn't leave a good first impression at all.

And then the story is just borderline nonsensical. Spoilers follow, don't read if you don't want to, but trust me, if you give half a
damn about a game's story, this game will♥♥♥♥♥♥you off.  The premise of the game is that there are two parts to the country
you live in: one where all the normal, productive, upstanding people are, and one where the criminals and incapable people are
exiled to. Seems like it should be important, but nope. Literally every character mentions it, but it adds nothing to the story
whatsoever.

You've been exiled, and part of the gameplay is getting to know the townspeople, who are also exiles. Only there's no reward for
getting to know them at all. You unlock ONE TO TWO new conversation per person after maxing out their trust. Each
conversation is about two to three sentences long.

In the true end, you successfully revive your daughter, only to find out that it's not your daughter's soul you've been
strengthening all this time, it's the soul of the person who taught you alchemy and killed your wife and daughter. He's known as
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the Master Warlock. Only... you somehow see his memories in your mind as you're dying. And it's not at all made clear that it's
his memories you're seeing. At first I thought he came to life in your daughter's body, took your soul, you somehow survived,
and became the next Master Warlock. Maybe the original intent was to have a surprise twist, but with the way it was written, it's
just confusing and frustrating.

And since the soul wasn't your daughter's, but the Warlock's, it reveals that the soul was never weak or fragmented. You never
had to make homunculi, humanize them, and then sacrifice them to strengthen that soul. You never had to worry about getting
the right personality levels for that soul. The entire time, the Warlock is just trolling you. Literally. EVERY SINGLE THING
you do in this game is literally pointless. 

The gameplay is equally bad. Many others have already mentioned how repetitive and shallow the gameplay mechanic is: each
homunculus has a set recipe and personality trait. You make homunculi by clicking on ingredients. You develop their
personality traits by sending them to work (different jobs develop different personality traits). You give them gifts to lull them
into a false sense of love so they won't run away. The whole game is clicking on ingredients, clicking on jobs, and clicking on
gifts. It's very much a clicker game. And that's not that bad in and of itself, clicker games do very well.

But the thing is, successful clickers are fast-paced, addicting, stimulating, rewarding. This game is none of those. To make a
homunculus, you need to click on the transmutation circle. Then on the ingredient spot in the circle. Then on the ingredient.
Then on the next ingredient spot. Then on the ingredient. To assign a homunculus a job, you first need to click on every
available job, memorize their gold and experience yield. You then need to click on a job, click "Accept", and click a
homunculus, for EVERY HOMUNCULUS AND EVERY JOB. When you buy something from the store, you need to click the
+ sign each time, you can't just type in a quantity. The whole thing is just beyond tedious.

You have a limit of 5 max homunculi at any one time. A homunculus can only achieve level 10 before maxing out. This game
needs way, way, WAY more than that. It becomes boring in less than half an hour at its current rate. And don't forget, the
tutorial is 50 minutes long.

In the beginning, I did feel bad about sacrificing the homunculi. But that stopped really quick, because they all react the same
way, and there's honestly no repercussion for sacrifcing them. Nobody in the village cares about what you're doing, despite
employing these girls and interacting with them. And, if you read my spoiler (above), you'll also know that sacrificing them
actually isn't affecting anything.

And then there are buffs, via statues, you can buy later on in the game. But you can't just buy the statue, you need to buy
sacrifices to pray to the statue with. And you can't just buy the sacrifices, you need to physically remember to click on the
statue, and then click "Pray". And you can't just click "Pray" and max out the buff in one click, you need to click it over and
over.

A game really needs to have memorable writing or engaging gameplay (at least one of the two) in order to be a good game. And
this game truly does not have either. At all. To put it lightly. I only played it for 10 hours because I wanted to see the ending. I
toiled through it and did not enjoy my time playing past the first hour. After finally seeing the ending, I was actually upset that I
had wasted so much time and that my meager expectations were♥♥♥♥♥♥upon.

TL;DR--
Writing is bad. Plot holes and unexplained elements galore. True ending reveals that everything you did in the game was
meaningless. Sometimes you don't even know whose dialogue you're listening to. Gameplay is tedious and boring. Unnecessarily
bad design choices, requiring 5 clicks to do something that 2 clicks can resolve. If you want to do good at this game, you will
actually need to write things down and keep lists and update them, which is something the game should do for you.

And the absolute worst is that the message of this game is: everyone knows about the child slavery that's happening, but nobody
cares. Nobody is going to stop it. And you, the player, should definitely exploit these children for your benefit (after all, it's the
only way to progress in the game). By the end, you'll realize that nothing you did had any control over the story, and you were
just being trolled.. very fun and challenging Ghost n' Goblins like game.
+

Very fair and hard at the same time.
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AMAZING SOUNDTRACK.

great gamepad support

-

Through short and crypted if you aim for better endings...

8/10. What can I say that hasn't been said already? A hilarious, endearing point-and-click adventure with tons of meta humor
and plenty of laughs throughout.

Only issue I have is with mouse sensitivity. The pointer will randomly jump to the other side of the screen. Otherwise, a fun
game overall.
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Shaping up to be an excellent game. Superb 3D space RTS. Like the civilization games if they were massize 3D space RTS with
no size limits or unit caps. This game delivers a true 3D universe (with the option to flatten it to a 2D pane if that's the kind of
map you want) with real time flight between stars and clusters. Sins of a Solar Empire meets Sid Meier's Civilization with extras
that both games lack like 3D spaceflight along individually determined paths, real time civil management and custom unit
construction.

Really a lovely game, proud to have it in my library. A recommended collectors item to buy on sale or even off if you have the
spare cash and would appreciate sitting down to play something like this singleplayer sometime.

Unfortunately multiplayer is fairly dead and with Star Ruler 2 available for purchase now likely to stay that way. Still a very nice
game for even just a few 100 hours of singleplayer. Star Ruler 2 going to be even better I hope and with people online.

This is the sort of thing I think of when I think of a honestly priced classic high quality PC video game.

A shame it hasn't been much more popular. Hopefully that would not ruin it as it seems to have much of the industry.. I'm
someone very sensitive to noise & I'm always on the lookout for things like this to help calm me down so I was really excited for
this. I expected too much. There are very odd and not calming sounds on here such as barking dogs, sirens, loud bass, screaming,
etc. The sounds that are calming have noticeable loops that disrupt the experience. I'm sure this could be a good program for
some, but it wasn't for me.. For a moment it was a joyable but most of the levels are pretty long and they just keep repeating
same stuff over and over and over and over and over again. Get it? It's pretty boring.

Idea is great but implementation lacks some aspects, like explaining what the actual item does before you spend your last money
to buy it from the random shopkeeper that you meet in some random level.

With a proper level design and polishing this could have been a really good game but unfortunately I wouldn't spend my money
on this if I could choose again.. Basically, it is impossible to figure out how to play this game. No explanation of how
corporations work or how they relate to the planet $ values which also aren't explained. No useful tooltips. No in-steam manual
and the link to the manual on the company website is dead.

Might be a good game I guess just no way to find out.. i like this Bad time simulator maybe you should sell it for 5.01 so you get
a dollar every time someone buys the game 100 times. This game is probably the best Football(American Football) sim I've
come across, but it does come with some flaws as well.
If you don't know what you're getting yourself into, it's a text based game that is focused on statistics(and does this game ever
track them).

The good parts of this game is that is when I've ran statistical sims without giving much attention to rosters for testing purposes,
the game does provide pretty accurate data that corrensponds with the players rating, the teams rating and other factors such as
personality, coaching etc. This exceeded my expectations on how the game would compile stats. The game doesn't allow for too
many lopsided trades to load teams up(note you also have a salary cap to deal with), but if you really try hard you can fleece the
AI(but what fun is that?). Aside from being the General Manager, you are able to coach your team, set your depth charts, and
run 100's of different plays. It's not too complex, and it's very enjoyable(remember, this is a text based sports sim, not Madden).

My biggest gripe is the user interface. The UI is so outdated(it's something you'd expect out of a game created 20 years ago). It
makes navigating really difficult, and it's unsightly compared to other sports sims. Back to the navigation, is that it's very clunky,
the menus aren't well organized(I attribute this to the clunky feeling of the UI). If the UI was ever improved, this game would be
a hit amongst sim enthusiats. The UI also makes this game very unfriendly to new players, not just to this game, but those
making this their first sim they've tried. There is no tutorial, there is no glossary for stat abbreviations (or the reason they're
tracked).

I'm a little harsh on the negative aspect, but once you get used the UI and if you have prior knowledge of Football, the game is
quite a bit of fun. While it's not a 10/10, I'd give the game a solid 8/10, and I recommend it with a little caution as there is a bit
of a learning curve.
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